EMPC of GNY Specialty, Sunday, February 8, 2009 Results

JUDGE:
Mr. Peter J. Green

MINIATURE PINSCHERS. Sweepstakes, Puppy, 6 to 9 Months Dogs.

1/BSW 9 ALTANERO CODE RED. TR 76168401. 05-22-08
By Ch Charkara Majestic’s Madd Max - Ch Altanero The Eyes Have It.

2 17 SANDERLIN TEDDY RUXPIN. TR 78578501. 06-10-08
By Ch Aztex March-On Jewel Thief - Ch Sanderlin Take A Bow.
Owner: Angela M Sanders., Silver Spring, MD 209144732. Breeder: Angela M Sanders.

MINIATURE PINSCHERS. Sweepstakes, Puppy, 9 to 12 Months Dogs.

1 7 GOLDMEDAL HOOLIGAN. TR 74501102. 04-04-08
By Ch Pevenseys Wild N Bold - Ch Goldmedal Lulu RN.

2 19 LULIN UNBRIDLED ARTISTRY. TR 74920201. 04-02-08
By Ch Pevenseys Wild N Bold - Ch Lulin Dancing In The Wind.

3 27 SHADOWPINS BOLD CAT FRANKIE FROM MARPAM. TR 74802202. 03-21-08
By Ch Circle W Whata Bold Cat - Ch Chateau Acres Spin To Win.

4 31 KIMRO'S CHASE MANHATTAN. TR 78874401. 03-22-08
By Ch Pevensey's Wild N Bold - Ch Kimro's Maid In Manhattan.

MINIATURE PINSCHERS. Sweepstakes, Puppy, 6 to 9 Months Bitches.
10 **ALTANERO HOT LEGS**, TR 76103906. 05-22-08
By Ch Wannabee Stouthearted - Ch Altanero Spitfire.

16 **CIRCLE W TEXAS STAR**, TR 82440501. 06-10-08
By Ch Tri-Ryche Texas Tycoon - Ch Circle W Women R From Venus.

**MINIATURE PINСHERS. Sweepstakes, Puppy, 9 to 12 Months Bitches.**

14 **SHADOWPINS LYIN' CAT FROM MARPAM**, TR 74802201. 03-21-08
By Ch Circle W What A Bold Cat - Ch Chateau Acres Spin To Win.

20 **KIMRO'S SHE'S JUST BEING MILEY**, TR 8874403. 03-22-08
By Ch Pevensey's Wild And Bold - Ch Kimro's Maid In Manhattan.

**MINIATURE PINСHERS. Sweepstakes, Junior, 12 to 18 Months Bitches.**

8 **MARLEX BRINGS THE HEAT**, TR 73106401. 11-11-07
By Ch Altanero Barnstormer - Ch Marlex Black Mamba.

**JUDGE: Mrs. Dorothy A. Dalton**

**MINIATURE PINСHERS. Puppy, 6 to 9 Months, Red Dogs.**

9 **ALTANERO CODE RED**, TR 76168401. 05-22-08
By Ch Charkara Majestic's Madd Max - Ch Altanero The Eyes Have It.
17 SANDERLIN TEDDY RUXPIN, TR 78578501. 06-10-08
By Ch Aztex March-On Jewel Thief - Ch Sanderlin Take A Bow.
Owner: Angela M Sanders., Silver Spring, MD 209144732. Breeder:
Angela M Sanders.

MINIATURE PINSCHERS. Puppy, 9 to 12 Months, Red Dogs.

7 GOLDMEDAL HOOLIGAN, TR 74501102. 04-04-08
By Ch Pevenseys Wild N Bold - Ch Goldmedal Lulu RN.
Owner: Barbara Zagrodnick., Chelmsford, MA 01824. Breeder:
Barbara Zagrodnick & S & J Krom.

1/W/BW 19 LULIN UNBRIDLED ARTISTRY, TR 74920201. 04-02-08
(4 Points)
By Ch Pevenseys Wild N Bold - Ch Lulin Dancing In The Wind.
Owner: Sue & Earl Shore., Juneau, WI 53039. Breeder: Luis M
Colarte & Linda J Colarte.

MINIATURE PINSCHERS. Puppy, 9 to 12 Months, Black
and Rust Dogs.

27 SHADOWPINS BOLD CAT FRANKIE FROM MARPAM, TR
74802202. 03-21-08
By Ch Circle W Whata Bold Cat - Ch Chateau Acres Spin To Win.
Owner: Susan Acosta., Saugerties, NY 124774009. Breeder: Susan
Acosta.

1 KIMRO'S CHASE MANHATTAN, TR 78874401. 03-22-08
By Ch Pevensey's Wild N Bold - Ch Kimro's Maid In Manhattan.
Owner: R Greenslade & H Schewll & K Calvacca & M Trumarco.,
Westbury, NY 115901007. Breeder: Robin Greenslade & Howard
Schewll & Kim Pastella.

MINIATURE PINSCHERS. Bred by Exhibitor Dogs.

33 WANNAEBEE ROCKSTAR RICKY, TR 77923301. 06-05-08
By Ch Bubic Sunnyside Thunder Road - Ch Shorewoods Rain Delay.
Owner: Edwin Hu & Ken Rerko & Carole Rerko., Bucyrus, OH

MINIATURE PINSCHERS. Puppy, 6 to 9 Months, Red
Bitches.

10 ALTANERO HOT LEGS, TR 76103906. 05-22-08
(3 Points)
By Ch Wannabee Stouthearted - Ch Altanero Spitfire.
Owner: Angela M Sanders., Silver Spring, MD 209144732. Breeder:
Susan Goldman & Joanne Wilds.
16 **CIRCLE W TEXAS STAR.** TR 82440501. 06-10-08
By Ch Tri-Rythe Texas Tycoon - Ch Circle W Women R From Venus.

**MINIATURE PINSCHERS. Puppy, 9 to 12 Months, Red Bitches.**

14 **SHADOWPINS LYIN' CAT FROM MARPAM.** TR 74802201. 03-21-08
By Ch Circle W What A Bold Cat - Ch Chateau Acres Spin To Win.

20 **KIMRO'S SHE'S JUST BEING MILEY.** TR 8874403. 03-22-08
By Ch Peversey's Wild And Bold - Ch Kimro's Maid In Manhattan.

**MINIATURE PINSCHERS. Bred by Exhibitor Bitches.**

12 **WINTERMIST UP CLOSE N' PERSONAL.** TR 55605302. 07-07-06
By Ch Winternist Red Dawn - Winternist Days Of Mahogany.

**MINIATURE PINSCHERS. Open, Red Bitches.**

18 **WHITEHOUSE'S ALEXIS V DYNASTY.** TR 71273802. 11-15-07
By Ch Sabelle's Let Freedom Reign - Hat Trick's Katie V Whitehouse.

**MINIATURE PINSCHERS. Best of Breed Competition.**

8 **MARLEX BRINGS THE HEAT.** TR 73106401. 11-11-07
By Ch Altanero Barnstormer - Ch Marlex Black Mamba. Bitch.

11 **CH ALTANERO BARNSTORMER.** TR 35134504. 02-15-05
By Ch Charkara Majestic's Madd Max - Ch Altanero Mirra Image. Dog.
15  **CH WINTERS SGT. PEPPER.** TR 57952003. 10-27-06
   By Ch Aztec March On An Army Of One - Ch Edgewind Main St. Spirit Of The Dance. Dog.
   (Merlyn Green, Agent).

21  **CH PEVENSEY MUCH TOO WILD.** TR 44467701. 07-02-05
   By Ch Pevensey Wild N Bold - Ch Pevensey Hot Tamale. Dog.

23  **CH WANNABEE BIKER BOB.** TR 68607401. 09-20-07
   By Ch Wannabee Biker Boy - Wannabee Dancing For Cash. Dog.
   (Ken Rerko, Agent).

25  **CH KIMRO'S SOLDIER BOY.** TR 62868901. 01-10-07
   By Ch Kimro's Toy Soldier - Ch Kimro's Made In Manhattan. Dog.
   (Kimberly A Pastella-Calvacca, Agent).

29  **CH NEVAEH RED CLOUD OF TALL OAKS.** TR 53732303. 06-09-06
   (Judith A White, Agent).

**MINIATURE PINCHERS. Brood Bitch.**

15  **CH KIMRO'S MAID IN MANHATTAN.** TR 16010204. 06-20-04
   By Ch Kimro's Rocket Man - Ch Edgewind Wind And Fire.